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Abstract 
From the v e y  moment of her birth, the girl child confronts a world which 
values her existence less t h a n  that  of boys. Girls face obstacles i n  
education, nutrition, health and other areas solely because of their sex. 
They are viewed as having a 'transient presenceJ to be married young and 
then judged by their ability to procreate. A s  they mature into women, they 
are thrust into a cycle of dis-empowerment that is very likely to be their 
destiny. The issue of the rights of women remains highly divisive i n  most 
societies and regions of the world. This paper aims to examine the rights 
of women in  Malaysia by looking at the constitutional implications of art. 
8 of the Federal Constitution. The methodology adopted in  this paper is a , 
legal library based research focusing mainly on primary and seconday legal 
sources. The  scope of this paper is limited to art. 8 of the Federal 
Constitution dealing mainly with two issues in the context of the rights of 
women in  Malaysia i.e the right to equal protection under the law and 
non-discrimination regardless of gender. The paper concludes that although 
the rights of women in  Malaysia are accorded respect under the Federal 
Constitution, there is still a need for reform to stride towards the ideal of 
gender equality especially i n  the  areas where laws are viewed as 
discriminatoy and thus a hindrance to the notion of equality before the 
law. 
Keywords: Equal protection under the law; gender; Malaysia; non- 
discrimination; rights of women 
Introduction 
One of this century's constant themes has been women's struggle 
for equality. There is no country in the world where men and 
women enjoy complete equality, no country in the world where 
women do not face unequal treatment both in the public and private 
sphere.l It is important to note that human beings are born equal 
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in dignity and rights. T h e  principle of equality is the most 
fundamental of human rights and has been described as the 
"starting point of all l ibe r t i e~" .~  International human rights law 
reflects this belief. Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, 1948 ('UDHR') declares that all human beings are born free 
and equal in dignity and rights. The UDHR is not a treaty but it 
embodies a moral authority and sets out a common standard of 
achievement of all peoples and nationsS3 The UDHR is the root 
document from which the international human rights treaties have 
grown such as the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women, 1979 ('CEDAW'), which is a 
women's rights instrument. CEDAW contains elements of both civil 
and political rights, and economic, social and cultural rights. 
Malaysia has signed and ratified CEDAW in 1995.4 This was a 
major step that required Malaysia to introduce measures to prohibit 
the discrimination of women and to promote their equality with 
men, including the amendment or repeal of discriminatory laws. 
Since the theme of this paper is about the rights of women in 
Malaysia, it becomes necessary to point out that women's rights are 
part of the broader mosaic of human  right^.^ Any strides towards 
the ideal of sex equality must be celebrated and supported. In 
Malaysia, that form of support was witnessed in 2001 when art. 8 
of the Federal Constitution was amended to explicitly ban gender 
dis~rimination.~ It was in furtherance to Malaysia's commitment to 
CEDAW that art. 8(2) of the Federal Constitution was amended in 
July 2001 to include 'gender' as a basis for non-discrimination. 'The 
symbolic effect of the amendment is considerable. It makes explicit 
what was merely implicit in the law. It  strengthens the principle in 
art. $(I).' However, it is important to note that what impact it will 
have on the legal, political and social landscape of the country 
remains to be seenH We have to remember that the Government of 
Malaysia inherited, at the time of independence, a system in which 
gender disparity existed in every sphere of life.9 Over the years 
however, the government has worked towards reducing this disparity 
through reforms like amending or repealing laws viewed as 
discriminatory.1° 
This paper examines the rights of women in Malaysia focusing 
mainly on art. 8 of the Federal Constitution in the context of the 
right to 'equal protection under the law' and 'non-discrimination' 
regardless of gender. In this paper, we do not intend to discuss the 
inconsistencies between civil law and Syariah law since it is possible 
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to have laws that govern Muslim and non-Muslim women separately 
if there is a reasonable nexus between the basis of classification and 
the object of the law in question. The paper is divided into five 
par ts .  T h e  first pa r t  focuses on women's rights u n d e r  the  
international instruments. Under this part, we shall briefly address 
the approach to the rights of women from an international law 
perspective. Th i s  part  of the discussion is very important  in 
analysing the Malaysian position towards the rights of women as 
enshrined in art. 8. The second part deals with the rights of women 
in Malaysia from the perspective of art. 8. Here we intend to focus 
the discussion on art. 8(1) and (2) of the Federal Constitution. 
T h e  third part turns attention to gender equality and women's 
rights focusing mainly on the action taken by the Government of 
Malaysia in reducing the disparity created by some specific laws, 
which were previously seen as gender bias. Here we intend to 
discuss only some specific laws as well as address the initiative 
taken by the Government to amend or repeal these laws in order to 
foster the ideals of 'equal protection under the law' and 'non- 
discrimination' based on gender as enshrined in the Federal  
Constitution. The  fourth part focuses on some specific gender 
discriminatory laws, which are still in place despite the initiative 
taken by the government in reducing such disparity. The  fifth part 
shall focus on the  conclusion,  which will embrace  some  
recommendations for future consideration as far as the rights of 
women are concerned in Malaysia. 
Women's Rights Under The International Human Rights 
Instruments 
The principle of equality is well recognised and accorded protection 
by various international human rights instruments." The principle 
of equality is the most fundamental human rights and has been 
described as the 'starting point of all l i b e r t i e ~ " . ' ~  International 
human rights law reflects this belief. For example, art. 1 of the 
U D H R  states that all human beings are born free and equal in 
dignity and rights. Equality is clearly a linchpin of the U N  itself. 
It  is clear that equality between men and women is meant to be a 
cornerstone of the new world order. It is undeniable that equality 
between men and women, rooted as it is in the United Nations 
Charter is a major foundation for women's rights.13 
, - 1 he U D H R  sets out economic, social and cultural rights (such as 
the right to health and education)13 as well as civil and political 
rights (such as the right not  to be tortured and the right to 
freedom of expression).Ii When the U N  began translating the 
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principles and aspirations of the UDHR into legally binding 
documents, two international treaties were adopted: (a) International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ( ' ICCPR') and (b) 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural R~ghts 
('ICESCR'). T h e  UDHR,  together with the ICCPR and the 
ICESCR are now collectively referred to as the International Bill of 
Human Rights. 
Despite the division of UDHR rights into two separate treaties, 
participating States to the Vienna World Conference on Human 
Rights in 1993 agreed that "all human rights are universal, 
indivisible and interdependent and interrelated". More recent 
treaties, such as CEDAW, contain provisions on both civil and 
political rights and economic, social and cultural rights. In the 
context of this paper, it is important to pay attention to CEDAW. 
It is often described as an international bill of rights for women. 
Consisting of a preamble and 30 articles, it defines what constitutes 
discrimination against women and sets up an agenda for national 
action to end such discrimination. For example, the CEnAW 
defines discrimination against women as " ... any distinction, 
exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the 
effect or purpose of impairing or  nullifying the recognition, 
enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, 
on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, 
civil or any other field." l6  
Furthermore, by accepting CEDAW, States commit themselves to 
undertake a series of measures to end discrimination against women 
in all forms ie. to incorporate the principle of equality of men and 
women in their legal system, abolish all discriminatory laws and 
adopt appropriate ones prohibiting discrimination against women. 
CEDAW provides the basis for realising equality between women 
and men through ensuring women's equal access to, and equal 
opportunities in, political and public life including the right to vote 
and to stand for election as well as education,  health and 
employment. State parties agree to take all appropriate measures, 
including legislation and temporary special measures, so that women 
can enjoy all their rights and fundamental freedoms. Countries that 
have ratified or acceded to the Convention are legally bound to put 
its provisions into practice. They are also committed to submit 
national reports, at least every four years, on measures they have 
taken to comply with their treaty obligations. 
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From the foregoing discussion above, it seems clear that under 
international law the rights of women are well accorded respect. 
Men and women should thus be able to benefit from their rights 
and freedoms as enshrined in the various international instruments 
without differentiation. However, equality of enjoyment of all rights 
and freedoms also demands recognition of equality of status before 
the law. For many women realisation of this has been a major issue 
impeding the progress of equality between the sexes.17 In extreme 
situations, it can also impede the  progressive development of 
women's rights. l 8  
Rights Of Women From The Perspective Of Article 8 Of The 
Federal Constitution 
Under this heading, we shall focus the discussion on art. 8(1) and 
(2). This is because the two clauses are crucially relevant while 
addressing the rights of women in the context of 'equal protection 
under the law' as well as 'non-discrimination' on the basis of 
gender. Article 8(1) enshrines the general idea of equality before the 
law and declares that "all persons are equal before the law and 
entitled to the equal protection of the law." This great ideal consists 
of a number of related aspects-equal treatment, equal protection and 
prohibition against discrimination.I9 Article 8(1) is important 
because it seeks to use law as a means of changing entrenched 
attitudes, behaviour and  institutions in order to secure the 
fundamental human right to equality. However, the equality 
provision in art. 8(1) is not a b s o l ~ t e . ~ "  In Malaysia, the Federal 
Court has decided that "the equality provision is not a b s o l ~ t e . ~ '  It 
does not mean that all laws must apply uniformly to all persons in 
all circumstances everywhere. The equality provision is qualified. 
Specifically, discrimination is permitted within cl. 5 of art. 8."'2 
The courts have evolved the Doctrine of Due Classification and 
applied it to the equality provi~ions .~? In other words, a law can 
apply to a class of persons provided that the classification is founded 
on "intelligible diferentia which distinguishes persons or things that 
are grouped together from others left out of the group and the 
differentia has a rational to the objects of the statute." 24 
'Turning now to art. 8(2), and in order to strengthen the ideal of 
equality before the law in art. $(I), it forbids discrimination on five 
enumerated grounds in some specified areas of lifez5 Article 8(2) 
reads: "Except as expressly authorized by this Constitution, there 
shall be no discrimination against citizens on the ground only of 
religion, race, descent, place of birth or gender in any law or in the 
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appointment to any office or employment under a public authority 
or in the administration of any law relating to acquisition, holding 
or disposition of property or the establishing or carrying on of any 
trade, business, profession, vocation or employment." Perhaps in the 
process of making reference to art. 8(2), it is vital to point out that 
art. 8 was amended in July 2001. Article 8(2), in its original form, 
prohibited "discrimination against citizens on the ground only of 
religion, race, descent or  place of birth in any law or in the 
appointment to any office or employment under a public authority 
or in the administration of any law relating to the acquisition, 
holding or disposition of property or the establishing or carrying on 
any trade, business, profession, vocation or employment." It did not 
include the term "gender" as one of the prohibited grounds for 
discrimination. This omission may have been considered necessary 
so as not to render unconstitutional, the many existing laws that 
treated women differently from men.26 With the amendment to art. 
8(2) in July 2001, it could be argued that in Malaysia there is no 
more room for discrimination based on "gender" and thus the 
Article strengthens the principle in art. 8(1) of equality before the 
law. 
Furthermore, it is also important to make reference to art. 1 of 
CEDAW while addressing the provision of art. 8(2) of the Federal 
Constitution especially after the 2001 amendment. Article 1 of 
CEDAW reads: For the purposes of the present Convention, the 
term "discrimination against women", shall mean any distinction, 
exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the 
effect o r  purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, 
enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, 
on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, 
civil or any other field. Malaysia acceded to CEDAW in 1995. This 
was a major step that required Malaysia to introduce measures to 
prohibit the discrimination of women and to promote their equality 
with men, including the amendment or repeal of discriminatory 
laws. 
Gender Equality And Women's Rights - Action By The 
Government Of Malaysia 
Before addressing the action taken by the Government of Malaysia 
in the context  of gender  equality and women's rights, it is 
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as 'gender equality' and 'women's right'. Gender equality refers to 
the enjoyment of equal rights, opportunities and treatment by men 
and women and boys and girls in all spheres of life." It asserts that 
people's rights, responsibilities, social status and access to resources 
do not depend on whether they are born male or female.2R It does 
not mean, however, that all men and women are the same or must 
become the same, or that all labour market measures must arrive at 
the same results.29 Gender equality implies that all men and women 
are free to develop their personal abilities and make life choices 
without the limitations set by stereotypes or prejudices about gender 
roles or the characteristics of men and women.30 On the other hand, 
the term "women's rights" encompasses many different areas, 
making it among the most difficult areas of law to define. Women's 
rights are most often associated with reproductive rights, sexual and 
domestic violence, and employment discrimination. But women's 
rights also includes immigration and refugee matters, child custody, 
criminal justice, health care, housing, social security and public 
benefits, civil rights, human rights, sports law, international law, etc. 
Having defined the terms 'gender equality' and 'women's rights' 
above, it is important to point out that from an international law 
perspective one of the main international Conventions on women's 
rights is CEDAW. Malaysia ratified CEDAW in 1995. Because of 
the ratification, several measures were undertaken by the Malaysian 
Government  towards improving the status of women. M o s t  
significantly as mentioned earlier is the amendment of art. 8(2) of 
the Federal Constitution to disallow discrimination based on gender. 
In other words, as a result of the ratification of CEDAW in 1995 
the Malaysian Government was required to introduce measures to 
prohibit the discrimination of women and to promote their equality 
with men, including the amendment or repeal of discriminatory 
laws. The following are some of the specific laws that have so far 
been amended or repealed by the Malaysian Government in 
honouring her obligation under international law: 
The Guardianship of Infants Act 1961 (Revised 1988) Act 351 
'l'he Act in its original form provided, in s. 5, that the father was 
the guardian of an infant's person and property and as guardian he 
was entitled to custody of the infant unless the court awarded 
custody to someone else. The application of s. 5, as it was then, 
gave rise to a number of practical problems. -L'he Immigration 
Department, for example would insist that the father of a child, as 
its legal guardian, consent to the application for a passport for the 
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Where the father had deserted the family and could not be 
located, the mother was put to the trouble of applying for 
guardianship under the Section 10 of the Act empowered the 
court to appoint another guardian in place of the father but the 
process involved expense which poor and middle-income women 
could ill afford. Women's groups persisted in lobbying for an 
amendment and eventually in 1999, the Guardianship of Infants 
(Amendment) Act 1999,  Act A1066, was passed. T h e  main 
amendment was to s. 5, "to accord to the mother of an infant the 
same rights in respect of the infant as the law presently accords to 
his father." 33 
The principle of equality emphasised in the new s. 5 is repeated in 
the consequential amendments that were made to other sections. 
For example, s. 6 now states that "on the death of a parent, the 
surviving parent shall be the guardian" to replace the previous 
provision: "on the death of the father, the mother shall be 
guardian." Hence with these changes, non-Muslim women now have 
equal rights to the guardianship and custody of their children. 
The Employment Act 1955 
The Malaysian Employment Act 1955 had been amended via the 
Employment (Amendment) Act 2012. The amended Act came into 
force on the 1 April 2Ol2 . 'The  highlighted amendments made to 
the Act includes: Changes to the mode of payment for employee 
salarieslwages; introduction of sexual harassment at the workplace as 
a criminal offence; bolstering of maternity related entitlemen~s; etc. 
For instance, the Employment (Amendment) Act 2012 - prescribed 
maternity-related benefits are now extended to all female employees 
regardless of whether they come within the ambit of the Act. l'his 
is in any case reflective of present Malaysian practice for the non- 
employees not covered by the Act. Employees may now commence 
their maternity leave from the 22nd week of pregnancy. Previously, 
the leave could only commence from the 28th week. Prior to the 
amendment, maternity leave was a minimum of 60 days as opposed 
to the standard of 90 days required by the International Labour 
Organisation ('ILO'). Fur thermore,  the prohibit ion against 
termination of an employee during the period she is entitled to 
maternity leave has been relaxed. Termination during this period as 
a result of the closure of the employer's business is not an offence. 
T h e  Amendment Act is silent on the definition of "closure of 
business", and therefore it remains to be seen whether the closure 
of only part of the employer's businesb, would be ~e rmi t t ed . ' ~  
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I n  addit ion,  the Employment (Amendment)  Act 2012 also 
introduces a long awaited amendment to the Act; making sexual 
harassment at the workplace illegal, regardless of the wages of the 
employee. In  other words, the Amendment Act introduces the 
criminalisation of workplace sexual harassment. This again applies to 
all employees regardless of whether they fall under the Act or not. 
Sexual harassment complaints are defined broadly to encompass 
complaints by: (a) an employee against another employee; (b) by an 
employee against any employer; or (c) by an employer against an 
employee.3b Prior to the amendment, reference could only be made 
to The  Code of Practice on Sexual Harassment, which of course 
was not enforceable and implementation was optional by individual 
companies thereby rendering it effectively inoperative. 
The Employment (Amendment) Act 2012 addresses several issues 
that will, amongst other things, assist the Government to protect 
employees (especially women) by reducing sexual harassment in the 
workplace, and recognise the importance of maternity leave for 
expectant mothers. While some of these changes may increase the 
cost of doing business for certain companies, these changes bring 
Malaysia up to par with labour practices in other developed nations, 
and are welcomed as they will go towards creating a more tolerant, 
professional and friendly working environment in the country. 
The Employees' Social Security Act 1969, Act 4 
Under s. 20A(1), if an insured who is in receipt of an invalidity 
pension dies, a survivor's pension is payable to his widow during life 
or until remarriage. Section 20I3 provided that a widower was 
entitled to the survivor's pension only if he was without adequate 
means of support and if he was wholly or mainly dependent on the 
earnings of such an insured person at the time of her death. As in 
the case of the lJensions Act 1980, this provision was seen as being 
discriminatory against women in that they could not transmit an 
equal benefit to their husbands as could the male workers to their 
 wive^.^' The Employees' Social Security Act 1969 was amended in 
2004 by Act A1232 which substituted "his widow during life or until 
remarriage" in s. 20A(l) with "the widow or the widower during 
life" and deleted s. 20B. Likewise, the dependant's benefit payable 
under s. 26 was extended to widowers. Hence, it could be argued 
that these changes have reflected the move towards providing 
equality for men and women in employment related matters. 
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The Income Tax Act 1967, Act 53 
This Act was revised in 1971. Prior to the revision of the Act, the 
position then was that married women could not be assessed 
separately for the purpose of taxation. Her  income had to be 
aggregated to that of her husband.7Y Several amendments have since 
been made to the section. Separate assessmcnt was allowed for 
women whose income was derived from employment or from the 
exercise of her profession but with two conditions, firstly, that the 
profession is one that must be registcred, such as accountant, 
advocate and  solicitor, architect, dentist,  engineer, medical 
practitioner or pharmacist, and secondly that the woman is not 
employed in a business run by her husband or controlled by him or 
in which he is a partner.39 In both these cases however, the woman 
had to exercise the option of requesting for separate assessment. In 
1991, the situation was reversed. An amendment to the Income Tax 
Act 1967 was made by the Finance Act 1991, Act 45 1. It provided 
that a wife may elect in writing to have her income aggregated with 
her husband's and assessed in his name for that year of assessment. 
The effect of this amendment was that wives would generally be 
assessed separately unless they opted otherwise. While these 
amendments represented an improvement in the position of women, 
they still did not acknowledge the fact that some women were in 
fact supporting unemployed and disabled husbands as well as 
children of the marriage and should therefore be in position to 
claim deductions."Vt was not until 2000 that s. 45(2) was again 
amended and this time it was to enable either spouse to elect for 
aggregation of hisker income with that of the other spouse. The  
spouse who elects for aggregation shall be treated as having no 
chargeable income for that year. Scction 45A was added to provide 
for deduction for the husband. 
Furthermore, s. 48 provides that a wife who is assessed separately 
may elect in writing to have the appropriate deduction allowed to 
her. Previously, only the husband or  lather could claim the 
deduction whether or not he actually supports the children. It is 
vital to  note that  these changes In the  law may no t  seem 
meaningful to the large number or wvmen who earn barely enough 
to support themselves and their families, but to the women who 
have to pay taxes, they reflect an acceptance of the need to provide 
women equal rights with men. 'Today, women taxpayers, whose 
husbands have no taxable income, are eligible for taxable relief 
similar to that available to a male taxpayer whose wife has no 
Laxable income. 
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The Penal Code (Amendment) Act 2006, Act A1273 
In  2006, the Penal Code was amended and the concept of rape 
within marriage was introduced into the legislation. T h e  new 
s. 375A deals with a scenario of a husband causing hurt in order 
to have sexual intercourse. This section is seen as another step 
towards making marital rape an offence. Although the amendment 
could be viewed as a victory for married women, it is still arguable 
that this amendment is problematic as the definition of marital rape 
is based on potential or actual physical harm, rather than the act 
of rape itself, and the term 'rape' is not even used.41 An earlier 
exception was left to remain in the Penal Code, which states 
"Sexual intercourse by a man with his own wife by a marriage 
which is valid under any written law for the time being in force, or 
is recognised in the Federation as valid, is not rape."42 
Having said that, a critical analysis of the 2006 amendment to the 
Penal Code could be said to have introduced the concept of rape 
within marriage but not "marital rape". The  difference is that the 
Code now criminalises potential or actual physical harm rather than 
the act of rape. 
The Domestic Violence (Amendment) Act 2012 
Domestic violence is a traumatic subject. At its core is the harm 
inflicted by violent men on women and children. Realising the 
dangers  and effects associated with domest ic  violence, the 
Government of Malaysia decided to amend the Domestic Violence 
Act 1994 and one such important amendment made was on the 
definition of domestic violence ie. psychological abuse to include 
emotional i n j u ~ y . ~ '  In o h e r  words, besides giving protection from 
any physical abuse, the amendment to the Act also covers other 
areas such as psychological, social, sexual and financial abuse. 
Perhaps in the context of this paper it has to be reiterated that 
although the spirit behind the amendment could be viewed as a 
positive sign in protecting women against domestic violence, there 
is still room for improvement such as the need to recognise 
domestic violence as a separate offence under the penal code. 
Gender Discriminatory Laws In Malaysia 
Although the Government of Malaysia has taken several measures 
since its ratification of CEDAW in 1995 in improving the status of 
women, we still have in place some laws which discriminate against 
women. It is important to note that CEDAW provides a universal 
definition of discrimination against women. It establishes rights for 
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women in areas not previously subjected to international standards. 
Under CEDAW, discrimination against women is defined as "any 
distinction or restriction made, which has the intention or effect of 
nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment and exercise of 
all rights by all persons in the social, cultural, political and 
economic  sphere^."^'^ Simply put, even though a law was not 
intended to be discriminatory, if the effect of its implementation 
denies equality between men and women, the law has discriminated 
against women. The following are some of the laws in Malaysia 
viewed as discriminatory on the basis of gender: 
The Law On Citizenship 
T h e  Federal Consti tution which is the supreme law of the 
Federation has different provisions for non-citizen wives and non- 
citizen husbands of Malaysian citizens wishing to apply for 
citizenship. Article 15(1) of the Federal Constitution entitles non- 
I 
citizen wives of Malaysian citizens the right to apply for Malaysian 
citizenship. On the other hand, non-citizen husbands of Malaysian I 
women are required to seek citizenship by naturalisation.15 Malaysian 
law on citizenship is riddled with sex bias and has become 
irreconcilable with the amendment to art. 8(2) of the Federal I 
I 
Constitution that forbids discrimination on the ground of gender. I 
In addition, Malaysian women who are married to non-Malaysian 
men and give birth to children outside of Malaysia cannot confer 
citizenship to their children, these children are considered foreigners, I 
! 
into Malaysia. When a child is born outside Malaysia, the child is 
not conferred citizenship by operation of the law unless the father 
is a Malaysian citizen."This is not the case with a Malaysian man 
married to a foreigner who can confer his nationality on his child 
whether or not his child is born within or outside Malaysia. Only 1 
Malaysian fathers are able to automatically confer their citizenship 
to their children, mothers must apply for citizenship for their 
children. It is quite clear that this is a case of discrimination based 1 
on sex and does not echo well with the amendment to art. 8(2) of 
the Federal Constitution. Article 15(1) of the Federal Constitution 
contravenes art. 9(1) and (2) of CEDAW as far as the issue of 
I 
I 
citizenship is concerned. 1 
The Immigration Act 1959 
This is also another area of the law where discrimination exists 
between men and women. Ry virtue of s. 12 of the Act, a female 
holder of a work pass or permit cannot have the name of her 
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husband endorsed on the pass or permit. However, a male holder of 
a work pass or permit has the right to endorse his wife's name on 
the pass or permit. Furthermore, s. 10 of the Act implies that 
foreign husbands are not entitled to dependant's passes unlike 
foreign wives who are entitled to such passes. Although some 
reprieve has been given that foreign husbands who are professionals 
would be given work permits,  i t  still  amounts  to unequal  
opportunities for Malaysian women in comparison to Malaysian 
men. 
Employment Law 
Although the Malaysian Employment Act 1955 had been amended 
via the Employment (Amendment) Act 2012, it is still important to 
note that some provisions of the Act are still seen as discriminatory 
on the basis of gender. Perhaps in addressing the element of 
discrimination under the Act, one has to make reference to the 
types of discrimination. Discrimination may be de jure, meaning that 
the discrimination exists in law, or de factn, meaning that it exists 
in reality or practice. T o  identify discrimination based on sex, it is 
therefore advisable to look not only at an intent or purpose reflected 
in rules or action, but also at  the actual effect generated. For 
example, ss. 34 and 35 of the Employment Act 1955 prohibit 
women from working at night and from doing underground work 
respectively. It may be argued that the prohibitions serve well the 
interests of women ie. not to work at night as well as from doing 
underground work. Perhaps looking at  the prohibitions from a 
consti tutional law perspective all tha t  can be said is that  
discrimination solely on account of gender is unconstitutional, but 
if the discrimination is based on gender plus other grounds, the 
constitutional guarantee in art. 8(2) of the Federal Constitution 
cannot be i n ~ o k e d . ~ '  
In addition, the issue of gender discrimination exists in a private 
sector employment as opposed to public sector. For example, the 
constitutional protection afforded by art. 8 appears to be against 
State action only. Private sector employment may be unaffected by 
the requirement of equality.48 In Beatrice a/p A?' Fernandez v. Sistem 
I'enerbangan Alalaysia & the Federal Court held that the 
private sector is not bound by the constitutional rules of equal 
treatment. I n  this case, a flight stewardess' employment was 
terminated because she became pregnant and did not resign as was 
required by the collective agreement. T h e  court  held, most 
unconvincingly, that "constitutional law-which deals with the 
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contravention of individual rights by the Legislature or the 
Executive or  its agencies does not extend its substantive or 
procedural provisions to infringements of an individual's legal right 
by another individual. In other words, applying the literal approach 
the  Federal  Court  ruled that  the Consti tution dealt  with 
infringements of rights committed by the Legislature or Executive. 
The Federal Court also held that a collective agreement which was 
between an employer and a trade union of workmen was not "law" 
within the scope of art. 8 of the Federal Constitution. I t  is 
interesting to note that the Federal Court held that the judges' 
hands are tied and that art. 8 "recognises that all persons by 
nature, attainment, circumstances and the varying needs of different 
classes of persons often require separate treatment." 
Having made reference to the case of Beatrice a/p A T  Fernarzdez 
above, it is equally important to note that recently in Malaysia we 
have witnessed a landmark court ruling stating that pregnant women 
should not  be discriminated from seeking employment.  In  
Noorfadilla Ahmad S a i k i t ~ , ~ ~  the Shah Alam High Court  judge 
Zaleha Yusof ruled that the January 12, 2009 decision to terminate 
the appointment of Noorfadilla Ahmad as an untrained attachment 
teacher was unconstitutional, null and void. In  this case, the 
Government decided to withdrew its appeal against the High court 
decision at the Court of Appeal, which was set to hear the appeal. 
Perhaps the withdrawal by the Government could be viewed as a 
victory for all women in Malaysia who face gender discrimination. 
But we still have to be cautious enough about this withdrawal by 
the Government since the decision of the Federal Court in Beatrice 
d p  A T  Fernu~zdez stands and has not been overruled. 
Workmen's Compensation Act 1952 
The Act is considered discriminatory on the basis of gender as far 
as the distribution of compensation is concerned. Looking at the 
effect of s. lO(1) of the Act, it would suffice to note that lump sum 
compensation payable to women and children is to be held by a 
comn~issioner on her behalf while there are no such provisions for 
men receiving such compensations. In other words, as it stands now, 
s. lO(1) of the Act is discriminatory against women. 
Law Reform (Marriage and Divorce) Act 1976 
'This Act specifically deals with the position of non-Muslims. The 
discriminatory nature against the non-Muslim women could be seen 
from the operation of s. 86 (3 )  of the Act, which provides for the 
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limitation period of 3 years for recovery of arrears of maintenance. 
It could be argued that as maintenance is mostly claimed by women 
and children, the 3 years limitation has the effect of discriminating 
against women. This is clear when s. 6 of the Limitation Act 1953 
provides that actions to enforce an award are only barred if brought 
after the expiration of six years, and actions founded in tort and 
contract have a similar limitation period of six years. 
The Penal Code 
T h e  Penal Code  contains several discriminatory provisions, 
including: s. 498, which perpetuates the anachronistic idea that 
women are the property of their husbands; s. 375A, which does not 
recognise marital rape; and s. 377CA which considers rape with an 
object to be an "Unnatural offence" rather than rape. Section 498 
of the Penal Code is discriminatory not in failing to give women 
the same rights to sue other women who entice their husbands, but 
in failing to recognise that in  contemporary Malaysia neither 
husbands nor wives have ownership over their spouses as was the 
case when the provision was introduced as law. Section 498 was 
adopted from the Indlan Penal Code, which was drafted at a time 
when women were perceived as the property of their husbands- 
passive agents with merely reproductive functions, with no self 
agency.jl Married women were subordinated to their husbands on 
the assumption that they were under their husbands' protection. 
'rhis perception of women is outmoded, discriminatory and irrelevant 
in contemporary Malaysia. Article 5(a) of CEDAW is contravened by 
s.  498 as it perpetuates an idea of the inferiority of women 
compared to men. 
Conclusion And Recommendations 
T h e  recognition and protection of women's rights by the law 
remains vital. True the right to equality and non-discrimination is 
enshrined within the Federal Constitution under art. 8(1) and (2). 
However, its efficacy is called into question when women's rights are 
not enforced as such due to the severe limitations that affect its 
interpretation. l 'he  late T u n  Suffian once said: "The  prirzciple 
underlying art. 8 zs that a law rnust operate alike on all persons under ltke 
circumstances, not simply thut it must operate alike on all persons in any 
circzlnzstances, nor that it must be gerzeral in character and zlniversal in 
apphcation ... All lhut art. 8 guarantees is that a person in one class shouh' 
be treated the sunie as another person in rhe same cla.~s ."~~ There is 
always that divide between the written law and the reality of human 
experience. Although the Malaysian Government has shown its 
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commitment over the issues of 'equal protection under the law' and 
'non-discrimination' by amending art. 8(2) to include gender as a 
basis of discrimination, there is still room for improvement as far as 
women's rights are concerned. T h e  following are some of the 
recommendations to advocate for in promoting and protecting 
women's rights in Malaysia: 
First, there should be a need to strengthen Malaysia's international 
commitments .  Malaysia is urged t o  review and  remove its 
reservations to CEDAW especially that of the Federal Constitution. 
Because the provisions of the Federal Constitution operate as one 
of the reservations to CEDAW, bias against women is evident in 
citizenship laws. In Malaysia, women and men are not granted equal 
rights to acquire, change or retain their nationality and women are 
not granted equal rights with men with respect to the nationality of 
their children. Hence, Malaysian citizenship laws are not in line 
with the spirit of art. 9 of CEDAW. 
Second, we need to repeal discriminatory legislation and policies. 
There are a significant number of directly discriminatory provisions 
in Malaysian legislation and a number of which they do not appear 
to discriminate directly are either indirectly discriminatory or open 
to discriminatory application. The existence of this legislation is a 
breach of Malaysia's international human rights to respect the right 
to be free from discrimination. Malaysia is urged to undertake a 
review of all federal and state legislation and policies which are 
discriminatory against women. This process should include the 
repeal of all discriminatory laws, provisions and policies. In  
particular, some of the laws such as: citizenship laws, immigration 
laws and policies, employment laws, LJaw Reform (Marriage and 
Divorce) Act 1976, the Penal Code, etc need to be repealed. 
Third,  the need for the judiciary to show the way forward by 
interpreting and enforcing women's right to equality. I t  is the 
judiciary that remains as the last bastion for the protection of the 
rights of the citizens including women. Unless the courts are willing 
to take up the challenge and advance the cause of gender justice by 
outlawing discriminatory laws, practices and policies by expanding 
the scope of the Federal Constitution, then the true value of these 
rights will remain nothing more than the paper they are written on. 
We should remember that judicial activism and interpretation "... 
amplifies the attempt by the courts to ensure the relevancy of the 
constitution to best serve the society it has been created for." At 
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present, the constitutional protection afforded by art. 8 appears to be 
against State action only. Private sector employment may be 
unaffected by the requirement of equality. This was exactly the 
decision of the Federal Court in Beatrice d p  A T  Fernandez v. Sistem 
Penerbangan Malaysia 53 stating that a private sector is not bound by 
the constitutional rules for equal treatment. 
Fourth, there is an urgent need for legislative intervention to come 
up with gender equality legislation which could provide for a 
comprehensive realisation of substantive equality of women with men 
in both public and private spheres of life. In July 2010, a news 
report stated that the government was in the process of loolung at 
the possibility of a Gender Equality A ~ t . ~ T h e  first draft of this bill 
was reportedly due to be tabled in Parliament in July 2010, however 
this did not occur. A meeting was held in September 2010 with 
officials from the Ministry of Women, Family and Community 
Development and Non-Governmental Organisations ('NGOs') to 
discuss the necessity of a Gender Equality At the conclusion 
of the meeting the representative from the Ministry of Women, 
Fanlily and  Community Development noted that  "something 
concrete" would be produced by November 2010 related to a Gender 
Equality Act, however this did not occur. T h e  national human 
rights commission, S U H A I U M ,  has expressed its hope that the 
proposed Gender Equality Act will protect the rights of women.jh It 
can never be denied that all said and done, there is still no gender 
equality law in Malaysia. I'erhaps the time has come for Malaysia 
to consider seriously drafting a Sex Discrimination Act and even a 
Pregnancy Discrimination Act more specifically, for all workers 
whether in public or private sectors. 
Fifth, education on equality is needed since gender bias cannot be 
removed by recourse to the law alone. The Constitution can confer 
legal and formal equality. Social and functional equality are more 
difficult. Ileep-seated cultural values, socio-economic imperatives, 
psychological and biological factors and traditions as old as society 
have to be m ~ d i f i e d . ~ '  Malaysia is urged to take action to raise 
public awareness about equality, and to ensure that all educational 
establishments, including private, religious, etc provide suitable 
education on equality as a fundamental right. 
All in all, these are only some of the recommendations that  
Malaysia is urged to seriously consider in advocating for the 
promotion and protection of women's rights to 'equal protection 
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under the law' and 'non-discrimination'. The recommendations are 
not exhaustive per se. But we must acknowledge the fact that 
equality before the law is of course fundamental to the whole 
concept of law, and the Malaysian Constitution is not untypical in 
enshrining this concept as a fundamental right.js Article 8 of the 
Federal Constitution has a vast, civilising potential for requiring 
humane and fair treatment in all aspects of government. However, 
in real life, the equal protection ideal faces many treacherous 
problems and contradictions impeding the progressive development 
of women's rights. 
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